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Scheduling Multicasts on Unit-Capacity Trees a:nd Meshes 
Abstract 
Monika R. Henzinger * 
This paper studies the multicast routing and admission 
control problem on unit-capacity tree and mesh topolo- 
gies in the throughput-model. The problem is a gener- 
alization of the edge-disjoint paths problem and is NP- 
hard both on trees and meshes. 
We study both the offline and the online version 
of the problem: In the offline setting, we give the first 
constant-factor approximation algorithm for trees, and 
an O((log log n)*)-factor approximation algorithm for 
meshes, where n is the number of nodes in the graph. 
In the online setting, we give the first polyloga- 
rithrnic competitive online algorithm for tree and mesh 
topologies. No polylogarithmic-competitive algorithm 
is possible on general network topologies [8] and there 
exists a polylogarithmic lower bound on the competitive 
ratio of any online algorithm on tree topologies [l]. We 
prove the same lower bound for meshes. 
1 Introduction. 
Multicast routing and admission control are the ba- 
sic operations required by future high-speed commu- 
nication networks that use bandwidth-reservation for 
quality-of-service guarantees. A number of applications 
from collective communication to data distribution will 
be based on efficient multicast communication. 
Formally, the multicast routing and admission con- 
trol problem with M multicasts consists of an n-node 
graph G and a sequence or set of requests (t, si), where 
the request node t and the source node si are nodes in 
G and i c {1,2,..., M}. Multicast i consists of all re- 
quests with source si. For each request the algorithm 
has to decide whether to accept or reject it. If request 
(t, si) is accepted, the algorithm has to connect node t 
to the mu&cast tree connecting the already accepted re- 
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quests of multicast i with source si. In the unit-capacity 
setting, each link can be assigned to only one multicast 
tree: the trees spanning different multicasts must be 
edge-disjoint. The objective function is to maximize the 
total number of accepted requests. In the online version 
the requests form a sequence and when processing a re- 
quest, the algorithm must decide without knowledge of 
future requests. In the ofline version the requests form 
a set, which is given before the algorithm decides which 
requests to accept. 
Online multicast routing was recently studied under 
the small bandwidth assumption that the liik bandwidth 
required by every connection is at most a fraction 
logarithmic in the size of the network. Awerbuch and 
Singh [6] gave an O(logn(logn + log log M) log M)- 
competitive algorithm for the case in which all the 
requests to a given multicast arrive before the next 
multicast is created. Goel, Henzinger, and Plotkin [lo] 
extended the study to the case in which requests to 
different multicasts can be interleaved. 
With the sizes of networks growing faster than the 
link capacity, the small bandwidth request assumption 
is not always a realistic assumption. There are various 
applications, e.g. a multimedia server managed by a su- 
percomputer, in which large amount of data must be 
transferred in a local network where a single communi- 
cation path consumes a large fraction of the available 
bandwidth on a link [4]. Thus, the situation where the 
bandwidth required by a connection is a large fraction 
of the link capacity needs to be studied as well for the 
multicast routing problem. In this paper we take a first 
step into this direction by assuming that every connec- 
tion uses the total bandwidth on a link. We call this 
the unit-capacity case. 
We study both the oflline and the online version 
of the multicast routing and admission control problem 
in unit-capacity graphs. The oBine problem models 
the case of arrival of a batch of connection requests 
to several multicasts. It is also motivated by all those 
situations where the answer to the user can be delayed 
for a limited time while other requests are collected. 
We present algorithms for tree and mesh topologies, 
which are at the basis of many communication networks. 
Trees are important practical network topologies [3, 
4, 20, :7], they are at the basis of topologies for 
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communication networks such as trees of rings, often 
considered as interconnection of SONET rings optical 
networks 120, 171, or topologies for connecting high 
performance multicomputers systems as trees of meshes 
[4] and fat trees. The multicast routing problem on 
trees, when all the multicast groups use the same 
spanning tree, is then a basic problem to solve in 
this context. There has also been an extensive study 
of the unicast problem on these network topologies 
motivated by virtual circuit assignment and optical 
communication. Meshes topologies are often the basis 
of the interconnecting topology of high performance 
multiprocessor systems. They are also relevant as 
a first approximation of nearly-planar communication 
networks [14]. The offline problem on meshes arises also 
in FPGA-routing, where various subsets of components 
have to be connected by trees such that the trees of 
different subsets do not overlap and the underlying 
routing fabric is a mesh. The unicast problem for 
meshes was recently studied in both the offline and the 
online version (see e.g. [4, 14, 19, 161). 
The multicast routing problem in unit-capacity 
graphs reduces to the edge-&joint paths problem if only 
one request is presented for each multicast, called the 
unicast setting. Multicast routing is also an interesting 
extension of the maximum coverage problem [13]. 
Previous work on unit-capacity networks. All 
previous work on unit-capacity networks studied unicast 
routing. Unlike multicast routing, the offline unicast 
problem is still polynomial on trees [12], but it is NP- 
hardon meshes. Kleinberg and Tardos [14] proposed the 
first constant approximation algorithm for edge-disjoint 
paths on meshes and on a class of planar graphs called 
“densely embedded, nearly-Eulerian graphs”. 
For the online problem no algorithm, not even a 
randomized one, has a polylogarithmic competitive ra- 
tio for any network topology (81. Deterministic algo 
rithms for the unicast problem have a very high lower 
bound even for lime networks [2]. (This clearly extends 
also to the multicast problem.) Therefore in the uni- 
cast setting randomized algorithms for restricted graph 
topologies like trees, meshes, and “densely embedded, 
nearly-Eulerian graphs” [3, 4, 14, 161 were studied be- 
fore and algorithms with logarithmic competitive ratio 
were proposed for all these network topologies. 
Our ofiline results. The problem on trees is 
MAX-SNP hard since it contains the MAX-3SAT prob 
lem 151. We give a polynomial time B-approximation 
algorithm for unit-capacity trees using a greedy strat- 
egy. Each step schedules the “densest residual subtree” 
for a multicast and discards the overlapping subtrees 
of different multicasts already selected. The “densest 
residual subtree” of a multicast is the subtree maxlmiz- 
ing the ratio between a value related to the net increase 
of the objective function after the selection, and a weight 
associated with the subtree itself. The algorithm can be 
easily implemented using a dynamic programming ap- 
proach. To the best of our knowledge no approximation 
algorithm was known for this problem before. 
We also present the first approximation algorithm 
for multicast routing on on unit-capacity meshes. It 
combines several ideas from the unicast routing algo- 
rithm [14] with a formulation of the multicast routing 
problem as a fractional packing problem [ll, 18, 221 
which is solved using duality-based algorithms. The 
fractional solution is then rounded probabilistically, 
leading to a potentially infeasible set of multicast trees, 
which are used to guide the construction of an integral 
solution. As part of our algorithm we must solve the 
escape problem, also considered by [14] for the unicast 
routing problem. A straightforward extension of the ap 
preach of [14] to multicast routing leads to an O(log n)- 
factor approximation for the escape problem for multi- 
casts. We use instead a recursive approach to the escape 
problem that allows to acheive an O((log log n)*)-factor 
approximation for the whole problem. 
Our odine results. We show that in the 
multicast setting polylogarithmic-competitive random- 
ized algorithms are also possible for restricted topolo- 
gies: We present an O(log n(log 12 f log log M) log M)- 
competitive multicast algorithm for trees and an 
O(log* n(log n I- log log M) log M)-competitive multi- 
cast algorithm for meshes. The algorithm for meshes 
extends several ideas of the online unicast algorithm 
for meshes (141 and uses the multicast routing alge 
rithm for general networks with small bandwidth re- 
questsi [lo] as a subroutine. We also show a random- 
ized lower bound of R((lognlogM)/d) for a connected 
graph with minimum degree d. This gives a lower bound 
of n(logn 1ogM) for meshes. The same lower bound 
for trees follows from [l]. No competitive multicast al- 
gorithms were known for these topologies before. There 
are various difficulties that multicast algorithms face 
over unicast algorithms. One of them is that latter mul- 
ticasts might be more profitable than earlier ones. To 
deal with this problem our algorithms accept each multi- 
cast that pass an initial screening for “routability” with 
roughly equal probability - no matter at what time the 
requests of the multicast arrive. 
Section 2 and 3 present the ofhine respectively on- 
line algorithm on trees. Section 4 gives the of3i.ne al- 
gorithm on meshes, section 5 presents the online algo- 
rithm on meshes. The proofs and details omitted in this 
extended abstract are given in the full version of the pa- 
per available at http://v.ww.research.digital.com/SRC/ 
personal/monika/papers.html. 
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2 The offline algorithm for trees. 
We present a constant-factor approximation algorithm 
on trees. To denote the i-th multicast whose request 
node set is V we use the pair (i,V). A submulticast 
(i, V’) of (i,V) . is a multicast with source ai and 
request node set V’ 2 V. Our approach is to use a 
greedy algorithm that maintains an initially empty set 
S of (potentially) accepted submulticasts and assigns 
a weight and a residual profit to each submulticast. 
The algorithm repeatedly adds to S the submulticast 
that maximizes the ratio of its residual profit to its 
weight. Since the algorithm is offline, it can first accept 
a submulticast and then later add or subtract from 
it. We indicate this by saying that (i, V) is added to 
or removed born the current set S of submulticasts. 
Two submulticasts (i, V) and (i’, V’) overlap if they 
share an edge. We only add (i, V) to S if its residual 
profit is positive which will imply that its profit is 
significantly larger than the profit lost by submulticasts 
which overlap with (i, V). 
We root the tree T at an arbitrary leaf. This defines 
an ancestor-descendant relation on the nodes of the tree. 
Let T(i, V) be the tree connecting the nodes of V to the 
source of i. The highest node of T(i, V) is called the 
root root(i, V) of (i, V). Note that the root does not 
have to belong to V. We say T is a subroot of (i, V) if 
r is the root of one of the submulticasts of (i, V). For 
each multicast (i, v) and each subroot r we say (i, V’) is 
the m&mum submulticast maz(i, r) of (i, V) if (i, V’) 
is the submulticast of (i, V) with root T that has the 
maximum number of requests. 
Next we define a weight for each submulticast such 
that submulticasts “higher” in the tree have higher 
weight. Hence are added to S “later”, except if 
they are very profitable. Note that the number of 
submulticasts can be exponential in n. To give a 
polynoial time algorithm we define the weight such that 
all submulticasts with the same root have the same 
weight, i.e., the weight of a submulticast only depends 
on its root and its multicast. Let (i, V) be a multicast 
and let r be one of its submulticast. Given a multicast 
(9, V’) with i’ # i, let R(i’, i, r) be the set of subroots 
T’ of (9, V’) such that T’ is a true descendant of r 
and maz(i’,r’) overlaps with muz(i,r). We define the 
weight w(i, r) to be 
w(i, r) = 1 + C max w(i’, r’). 
i’fi 
T’ER(i’,i,T) 
The weight of a submulticast (i, V’) with root r is 
w(i, r). 
For all multicasts (i, V) and (i’, V’) with i # i’ and 
all subroots r, maz(i, r) and R(i’, i, r) can be computed 
in polynomial time. Thus, w(i, r) can be computed in 
polynomial time by a bottom-up traversal of the tree. 
The profit p(i, V) of a submulticast (i, V) is the 
number of requests in (i, V). For i # i’ the overlapping 
profit p(i, V, i’, V’) of submulticast (i, V) and (i’, V’) is 
defmed to be the profit of the maximum submulticast 
of (9, V’) whose requests cannot be accepted if (i, V) 
is accepted, i.e., the number of requests of (i’, V’) that 
cannot be accepted in (i: V) is accepted. For i = i’ 
the overlapping projtp(i, V, i’, V’) of submulticast (i, V) 
and (i’, V’) is defined to be the profit of (i’, V’nV). Note 
that in general p(i, V, i’, V’) # p(i’, V’: i, V). 
Let O(i, V) be the set of submulticasts overlapping 
with (i, V). For a submulticast (i, V) the residual profit 
Pdi, V) = PC& V) - 0 c p(i, V, i’, V’), 
(i’,V’)ESnO(i,V) 
where Q > 1 is a constant to be chosen later. Let 
the ratio r(i, V) of a submulticast be defined to be 
pres(i,V)/ (‘7 ), h w z T w erer = root(i, V). Now the greedy 
algorithm works as follows: 
(1) s = 0 
(2) for each submulticast (i, V): 
the residual profit p,,,(i, V) =p(i, V) 
(3) while there exists a submulticast not in S with 
positive residual profit: 
(4) Let (i, V) be a submulticast with maximum 
r(i, V) of all submulticasts not in S. 
(5) Let Sdel = {(i’, V”), (i’, V”) is the maximum 
submulticast of (i’, V’) E S whose requests 
cannot be accepted together with (i, V)} 
s = s u (i, v) \ s&l 
Update the residual profit for each 
submulticsst. 
Let the profit p(S) of set S of submulticasts be 
CCi,VjESp(i, V). If (i, V) is added to S, then 
c P(i, v, i’, v’) = @de& 
(i’,V’)ESnO(i,V) 
Thus, the residual profit of a submulticast compares its 
profit with the profit lost from S if the submulticast 
is added to S. We fist show that the algorithm 
terminates. 
LEMMA 2.1. The algorithm terminates after at most 
nM iterations. 
To prove that this algorithm gives a constant factor 
approximation we distinguish three types of overlaps: 
If T(i, V) contains an edge incident to the root(i’, V’) 
then (i, V) is ancestor-touching (a-touching] (i’, V’). 
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Note that either root(i’,V’) = root(i,V) or root(i,V) 
is an ancestor of root(i’, V’). If root(i, V) is a true 
descendant of root(i’, V’) and T(i, V) C T(i’, V’) then 
(i,V) is internal to (i’, V’). Otherwise, i.e., if (i, V) 
and (i’, V’) overlap, root(i, V) is a true descendant 
of root(i’, V’), but T(i, V) $Z T(i’,V’) then (i, V) is 
descendant- touching (d-touching) (i’ , VI). 
The weight of a multicast was defined such that the 
following lemma holds. 
inequality increases by Cci,,v,)eap(i’, V’). We need to 
show that the right side increases by at least so much. 
Each (i”, V”) E S+l is partitioned into two sub- 
multicasts (i”, V,N) and (i”, Vi) with (i”, Q”) E Sj 
and (i”, V;‘) E S&l. Note that p(i’, V’, i”, V”) 5 
p(i’, V’, i”, V:l) + p(i’, V’, i”, I$“). By Lemma 2.3 
c c 
(i”,V;))EScw (i’,V’)EDi-lnA(i”,V;‘) 
p(i’, V’, i”, V/) 5 
LEMMA 2.2. Let S be a set of nonoverlapping submul- 
ticasts that are internal or d-touching to a submulticast 
(i, V) such that S contains at most one submulticast for 
%@del) 
Thus, 
each.multicast i’. Then 
c c p(i’, V’, i”, V”) 5 
C w(i’, root(i’, V’)) 5 w(i, root(i, V)). 
(i”,V”)ESj-1 (i’,V’)EDi-~flA(i”,V”) 
(i’,V’)ES c c p(i’, v’, i”, v;)+2p(&l). 
The next lemma follows easily from the definition of (i”,V;‘)ESj (i’,V’)EDi-,flA(i”,Vr) 
a-touching. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let S be a set of nonoverlapping submul- 
ticasts. Then for each submulticast (i, V), 
C(v,vy~s a-tou&es (i,v) P(i’, V’3 G VI 5 2p(i, VI- 
Let SO~ be the set of submulticasts chosen by the 
optimum algorithm and let Sf be the final value of S. 
Note that every submulticast in S,,, overlaps with a 
submulticast in Sf. We partition S,, as follows: Let Ss 
be the set of submulticasts in S,, that are d-touching 
or internal to a submulticast of Sf . Let Sr be the 
set of submulticasts in S,, that are a-touching to a 
submulticast of Sf, but are not internal or d-touching 
to any submulticast of Sf. 
LEMMA 2.4. p(Sr) 5 2ap(Sf) 
LEMMA 2.5. p(S2) 5 (10 + 2a)p(Sf) for o 2 2. 
Proof. To prove the lemma we show the following claim 
by induction on the number of iterations j: let Sj be 
the set S after iteration j. Let Dj be the subset of 
SW consisting of all submulticasts that d-touch or are 
internal to a submulticast in Uk<jSk. Let A(i,V) be 
the set of submulticasts that a-touch (i, V). Then 
~(i', V') 5 10 C p(i, VI+ 
(i’,V’)EDj (CV)ESj 
cc c 
p(i’, V’, M, V). 
(i,V)ESj (i’,V’)EDjfIA(i,V) 
The claim holds before iteration 1 since SO and DO 
are empty. Assume the claim holds before iteration j. 
Let (i, V) be added to S in iteration j and let S&l be 
deleted. Let A = Dj \ Dj-1. Then the left side of the 
Thus, the total decrease of the right side by removing 
S&( from S is at most (10 + 2o)p(S&l). It follows that 
the right side increases by at least 
0 c c p(i', V', i", V") + 
(i”,V”)ESj (i’,V’)EAnA(i”,V”) 
loP(i,v) - (10+2ab(Sdel). 
We know that p(i,V) 2 ap(S&l), which implies 
that 7p(i, V) 2 (10 + &k)p(S&l) for Q 2 2. 
The inductive step of the proof is completed by 
showing 
C p(i’, V’) 2 3p(i, V) + 
(i’,V’)EA 
(2: c c p(i’, V’, i”, V”). 
(i”,V”)ESj (i’,v’)~Af~A(i”,v”) 
The proof of this last statement is omitted in this 
abstract. 
It follows that p(S& = P(S) -I- P(S2) 5 (4a + 
lO)p(S) for o 2 2. Choosing cy = 2 gives an approxima- 
tion factor of 18. 
2.1 The polynomial time implementation of 
the algorithm. Given a set S, the algorithm must 
compute at each step a submulticast of maximum ratio 
r(i, V) in polynomial time. Note that it sufkes to 
compute for each multicast i and each subroot r* the 
submulticast best(i, r*) with maximum residual profit. 
The desired submulticast is the one that maximizes over 
all multicasts i and all possible root positions r* of i 
the ratio.p,,,(best(i, r*))/w(i, r*). To find best(i, r*) we 
first compute a cost cost(e) for each edge in the tree, 
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that is basically the profit that is lost by S if edge 
e is assigned to multicast i and is no longer available 
for submulticasts of S. Then we construct a rooted 
binary tree T’ from the original tree and use bottom-up 
dynamic program on T’ to determine best(i, T*). Details 
are given in the full version of the paper. 
3 The on:lne algorithm for trees. 
In this section we assume that the sources and the 
request nodes are leaves of the tree. The general 
case can be easily reduced to this case. In the first 
stage the algorithm runs the small-bandwidth multicast 
algorithm, called MC, of [lo] on a tree with capacity 
logp, where p= 4n6M and adds the accepted requests 
to C. When applied to trees and compared to an of&e 
algorithm with link capacity 1, MC is 0( log n + log M)- 
competitive: A first O(logn) factor is saved since in a 
tree both the online algorithm and the offline algorithm 
connect the requests accepted by both algorithms to the 
root through the same multicast tree. An additional 
O(logp) factor is saved since the online algorithm has 
log p more capacity on the edges. This is proved in the 
same way as for unicast (see [IS] and [15]). 
In the second stage all the nodes of the tree are 
partitioned into O(log n) dierent classes by recursively 
finding a balanced tree separator. A balanced tree 
separator (211 is a vertex whose removal splits the tree 
into pieces of at most in vertices. The tree separator of 
T is assigned level 0. Removing the level-O node splits T 
into subtrees of LeveC1. In general, the tree separators 
of the level-j trees are assigned level j and removing 
them creates subtrees of level i + 1. After a logarithmic 
number of recursions the trees obtained are single 
vertices and the procedure stops. A similar technique is 
used in [3] for the online call-control problem on trees. 
Each of the requests in C is assigned to one of 
O(log n) classes as follows. A request horn vertex v 
to multicast source s is assigned to class j if the vertex 
of lowest level on the path from v to s has level j. One 
of the O(log n) classes, called j, is chosen at random by 
the algorithm before to process the sequence of requests. 
A request in C is handled by the following algorithm 
(A) If the request is not of class j then reject it and 
stop. If the request is the first one of multicast i seen 
at this step, then tip a coin with success probability $. 
If success then pass to step (B) the current and all the 
future requests to i seen at this step; otherwise reject all 
the future requests to i seen at this step and stop. (B) 
Accept a request from vertex v to source s if no edge 
on the path from v to s is assigned to other multicasts; 
otherwise reject. 
The following lemma bounds the expected number 
of requests accepted by ST. 
LEMMA 3.1. The algorithm ST expects to accept an 
O~lOg~,ogcr~ fraction of the requests accepted by MC. 
This leads to the theorem below. A randomized 
lower bound of Sl(logn logA4) follows from [l] since 
multicast routing on trees Iof unit capacity contains the 
online set cover problem. 
THEOREM 3.1. There exists an O((logn + M)(logn + 
log log M) log n)-competitive algorithm for multicast 
routing on unit-capacity trees. 
4 The offline algorithm for a mesh. 
T;[ie present an 0( (log log n)2)-factor approximation al- 
gorithm on meshes. The algorithm partitions the mesh 
into squares of logarithmic size and divides every square 
into an external and an internal region. The external 
region of a square is reserved to route requests into, 
out of, and through the square. It is called the crossbar 
structure of the mesh. To avoid edge-overlapping we dis- 
card all requests whose request node or source belongs 
to an external region. From the remaining requests the 
algorithm considers with equal probability either only 
short requests directed from a request vertex to a source 
in the same square, or only long requests directed from 
a request vertex to a source in a different square. A 
randomized rounding technique based on a novel for- 
mulation of the multicast routing problem as an integer 
linear program is then used in conjunction with the use 
of a simulated network with edges of higher capacity. 
Let G denote an n x m two dimensional mesh such 
that m = 0(n). Wlog m 2 n. We assume n sufficiently 
large such that [log 1oglognJ > 3. Define B = 411og nJ , 
f(lc) = k div 9B, and fr(rC) = Ic mod 9B. Given two 
integer values a and b an (a, b, I?)-partitioning of the 
mesh G is a partitioning into f(n) x f(m) submeshes 
of O(B) size induced by segmenting the horizontal and 
the vertical side of the mesh. The horizontal side is 
partitioned into a segment from column 1 to column a, 
followed by f(m) - fi(m) contiguous segments of size 
9B, by fl(m) - 1 segments of size 9B + 1 and by a 
last segment of size 9B + 1 - a. The vertical side of 
the mesh is partitioned in a similar way with b used in 
place of a and n instead of m. By abuse of notation 
every resulting submesh is called a square, even though 
the size of the two sides of a square may differ. Note 
that each node belongs to exactly one square while an 
edge can be incident to nodes of two different squares. 
We denote the square containing a node t by St. 
The border of G is formed by all nodes of degree less 
than 4. The 1st ring in a square S consists of all nodes 
of S that are incident to a node outside of S or belong 
to the border of G. Recursively, the i-th ring of S with 
i > 1 consists of all nodes of S that are incident to a 
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node of ring i-l of S. The innermost ring of a square i consider the set z consisting of all trees containing si 
is either a single vertex or a line of nodes. A ring that and a non-empty subset of the request nodes t:. Since 
is not the innermost ring either forms a rectangle (if we introduced the nodes t:, z II 7j = 0 for i # J’. Let 
its square does not contain nodes of the border of G) I=U. zeM%. Denote by V(T) the set of vertices of tree 
or forms a rectangle with one or two borders of G. In T and by E(T) the set of edges. Let the benefit of tree 
any square S we define two regions Rk and Ri. Region T E z be b(T) = I{( E V(T) : t E Li}l. We associate 
Ri consists of rings from 1 to B, region R$ contains all a variable ZT E (0, 1) with every tree T E 7. Edges of 
remaining rings of S. Ring B + 1 is the border of Ri. E’ are subject to constraints: 
Let A be the sequence of requests. The algorithm 
chooses two integer values a and b uniformly at random 
in the interval 2B+l, . . . . . 7B and constructs an (a, b, B)- 
partitioning. Then it discards all requests (t, s) such 
that either t or s does not belong to the R2 region of 
its square. The set of remaining requests is denoted 
by C. The following lemma implies that for any input 
sequence A, E[]OPT(C)]] 3 ]OPT(d)]/25. 
(4.1 c XT I c(e), Ve E E’; 
TU:ecE(T) 
(4.2) C XT 5 1, ‘de E E’,Vi E M. 
TEZ:eEE(T) 
LEMMA 4.1. Two nodes t and s both belong to region 
R2 of their squares with probability at least l/25. 
The multicast routing problem consists in maximiz- 
ing the following objective function: 
By the choice of a and b, at least 2B rings ‘are 
contained in a square. Thus, region Ri is always 
complete, while region Rg is formed by at least B rings. 
S = c b(T)x*. 
TE7 
The set of requests C is partitioned into the set of 
long requests L = {(t,s) E C : St # Ss) and the set 
of short requests S = {(t,s) E C : St = Ss}. For 
i E M, denote by Li = (t : (t,si) E L} the set of 
request nodes of multicast i. The algorithm decides with 
equal probability to either reject all requests of L or of 
S and to run a specialized algorithm for the remaining 
requests. We describe the algorithm specialized for long 
requests. The algorithm for short requests is in the full 
version of the paper. 
Long requests. Our approach is to transform the 
problem into a problem on a network G’, then formalize 
the problem on G’ as IP, relax it to an LP, solve the LP, 
and round the LP solution probabilistically. Finally we 
use the rounded solution to construct a solution in G. 
Mesh G is transformed into a network G’ = (V’, E’) 
as follows. For every square 5’ of G, network G’ contains 
vertex xs. The vertices 2s and 2s~ of cwo adjacent 
squares S and S’ are connected by an edge of capacity 
LlognJ. For every square S, every vertex u of region 
Ri has a corresponding vertex u’ in G’. For any pair of 
adjacent nodes u, v in Rg , nodes u‘, v’ in G’ are linked 
with an edge of unit capacity. Every vertex on the 
border of R$ is connected to zs by an edge of unit 
capacity. For every multicast i and every request vertex 
u E Li, a vertex U: is connected to vertex u’ with a unit- 
capacity edge. The input sequence for the multicast 
routing problem on G’ is created by transforming every 
request (t, s) E Ci into a request (t:, s:) in G’. 
The next step is to formulate the multicast routing 
The fractional packing problem is obtained by re- 
placing the integrality constraints on variables ZT with 
constraints XT 2 0. We also drop edge constraints (4.2) 
to obtain a linear program where every edge is involved 
in a single constraint and solve it using the polynomial 
time e-approximation algorithm of Garg and Klinemann 
[ 1 l] based on duality. The algorithm assigns a dual vari- 
able y(e) to every edge e E G’. The central step of the 
algorithm requires to fmd the variable ZT with maxi- 
mum ratio opt = b(T)/ xeeT y(e). This problem is NP- 
hard, since it corresponds to hdmg the densest tree in 
the network G’ where edges are weighted with the values 
of the dual variables. However it is easily checked that if 
we find a variable XT with b(F)/ CeEf y(e) > opt/a for 
some constant cr then the algorithm of 111) also gives a 
e-approximation of the fractional multicast problem on 
G’. 
problem in G’ as a packing problem: For every multicast 
As was previously observed by [7] a k-MST al- 
gorithm can be used to solve the densest tree prob- 
lem. The 3-approximate k-MST algorithm of Garg 
[9] can be adapted to work in the case the k vertices 
are restricted to be request vertices of the same mul- 
ticast. Thus, for every multicast i and every k = 
1 , . . . . I&], the Sapproximate k-MST algorithm is ap 
plied. It finds the tree Ti(k) spanning k request ver- 
tices of Ci such that xeeTi(k) y(e) < 3@k,i, where 
Qptk,i = min(&T y(e), b(T) = k, T E 5). Then the 
tree of maximum ratio k/ xeeTi(k) y(e) over all k and 
all i is selected. Since this ratio has value at least apt/3, 
this results in an e-approximation algorithm for the f&c- 
tional multicast problem. 
Denote by z: the solution of the fractional multi- trees Ti and from there they use rings of the R’ regions 
cast routing probleml. Let s = l/((cloglogn)2), where of subsquares to reach the border of Rz. The sequence 
c 2 e is an appropriate constant to be fixed later. The of subsquares used for a request is the same as on the 
algorithm rounds variable ZT to 5~ = 1 with probabil- path in Ti. Therefore we enforce that the trees Ti are 
ity sz$, and to ??T = 0 with probability 1 - ss$. Let edge-disjoint within the R$ regions and that there are 
??i be the graph with edges E(Gi) = UT~?;:~~,~E(T). at most O(loglogn) trees connecting between any two 
For any multicast i the algorithm selects an arbitrary neighboring subsquares. 
spanning tree ?!i of graph Ei. The trees Ti do not We next give the details: A gate vertex for multicast 
form the integral solution since there might be violated i in square S is a vertex q on the border of R$ such 
edge capacities for the unit-capacity edges. However, that (q,xs) belongs to Fi. Let g(p) be the gate vertex 
as described below, the requests accepted by the final closest to node p E .Ci on the path from p to si in Ti 
solution form a subset of the requests accepted by the closest to p. Let g(si) be a gate vertex closest to si 
trees Ti and the size of the subset is a constant fraction on a path from si to a node outside S,, in Fi. The 
of the requests accepted by the trees of Fi. To prove the escape problem is the problem to connect each request 
approximation bound we show in the full paper that the node p to g(p) and to connect each source to s to at 
value S of the optimal solution of the fractional packing least one g(si). Let S be a square whose region Rg 
formulation is within a constant factor of the optimal consists of a ki x k:! mesh. Let k = min(kl, k2) and 
integral solution on the set of requests 13, and that the let Bs = 4Llog k] . Note that k 2 B. The algorithm 
expected number of request nodes contained in the trees uniformly chooses two integer values as and bs from 
Ti is within a factor of O((loglogn)2) of the value S. the interval 2Bs + l,..., ?Bs for each square S and 
Let ,Ci = & rl V(??i) be the set of request vertices creates an (as, bs, Bs)-partitioning for the region Ri. 
to multicast i that are spanned by tree Ti if no edge Each submesh Q created by this partitioning is called 
(xs, xsf) of G’ is violated, fi = 0 otherwise, and let a subsquare. If Q does not contain nodes of the border 
#cc’ = CiEM ‘cl . We prove in the full version of the of R& region R& of subsquare Q consists of rings 1 to 
paper that with at least constant probabfity no edge Bs, region R$ consists of the remaining part of Q. If Q 
(xs, xs/) of G’ is violated , i.e., C’ # 0 . If L:’ = 0, the contains nodes of the border of Ri, we need a difIerent 
algorithm terminates without accepting any multicast. definition: Let Q be a ks x k4 mesh with kg, k4 5 9Bs. 
Otherwise, each request of Isi accepted by the final As sume Q is extended into a 9Bs x 9Bs mesh Q’ by 
solution is routed along a path COntaining the same nodes outside of @. Regions R1 
edges (xs,xs#) as its path to the source in Ti. The 
Q’ and R$ are defined 
as above. Region R& is then Rb, II Rz and region R$ is 
remaining problem is to route request nodes and sources R& 17 Rz. By the choice of as and bs and the definition 
to the border of their square. This problem was called 
the escape problem. The solution proposed by Kleinberg of R$ there are gate vertices in S that belong to R”Q if 
and Tardos for unicast routing [14] uses the fact that subsquare Q lies on the border of Rz. 
the benefit collected in a square is of the same order We give next the algorithm for long requests. (1) 
as the maximum flow that can be routed through the The algorithm rejects all requests whose source or 
border of the square. This is not true for multicast request node belongs to the region Ri of their subsquare 
routing: the maximum benefit that can be collected in Q. The remaining set of requests is called .L2. A 
a square is O(log2 n), while the maximum flow that can subsquare is called invalid if one of the edges of G’ 
be routed through the border of the square is O(logn). incident to a node in the subsquare belongs to more 
Thus, using the same maximum flow approach as in [14], than one tree T+ Since every edge is assigned to a 
which means routing request nodes individually out of tree with probability O(l/((loglogn)2), a subsquare 
the square, leads to an O(logn)-factor approximation. in not invalid with at least constant probability. (2) 
We give instead a recursive approach that achieves a Every request node belonging to an invalid subsquare is 
0( (log log n)2)-factor approximation. discarded and every multicast whose source belongs to 
Our basic idea is to recursively partition every an invalid subsquare is discarded. The set of remaining 
region R2, intO .&spa~s of she p(log log n), and each requests is Cakd L3- A Square S is ded i~v~id if 
subsquare Q into subregions Rb and R$. Requests are there exists a pair of neighboring subsquares Q and Q’ 
routed to the border of R$ on the same path as in the of S such that more than B.5/4 trees Ti contain an 
edge incident to Q and Q’. Every square is proved to 
be not invalid with at least constant probability. (3) 
‘Let for some i, {T(l), . . . , I} be the set of all the treg of Every request node belonging to an invalid square is 
7i with CC~Q) = 1, for all 1 5 I < j. Then T(l) U . . . U T(j) forms discarded and every multicast whose source belongs to 
the multicast tree for multicast i. 
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an invalid subsquare is discarded. The set of remaining 
requests is called 1c4. (4) All request nodes p in C4 
such that g(p) belongs to R& for some subsquare Q are 
discarded and multicast i is discarded if ail gate vertices 
of square S containing source si belong to Rh. The 
set of remaining requests is called L5. (5) Finally all 
requests p of C5 such that g(p) belongs to an invalid 
subsquare are discarded, and multicast i is discarded if 
in a square S containing source Si all gate vertices in S 
connected to si in Fi belong to invalid subsquares. The 
set of remaining requests, called .C6, is accepted. Set t6 
is expected to be at least a constant fraction of set C4 . 
Short requests are handled by running the algo- 
rithm in each square recursively and solving the “re- 
cursive short request problem” by brute force. Details 
of the algorithm, the routing, and of the analysis of the 
approximation ratio are given in the full paper. 
We end stating the main theorem: 
THEOREM 4.1. There exkts an O((loglogn)2)-factor 
approximation algorithm for multicast routing on unit- 
capacity meshes. 
5 The online algorithm for a mesh. 
We propose an algorithm with polylogarithmic competi- 
tive ratio on meshes. It partitions the mesh into squares 
of size 13B x 13B, where B = 8(logn). Then it uses 
four main ideas: (1) It “filters” requests in stage one 
to “make space” for routing, but it guarantees that if 
a square contains requests, then at least one request of 
them survives the filtering. Thus, step one “looses” an 
O(log2 n) factor. (2) Stage two contracts each square to 
a node and runs the algorithm MC of [lo] on G’. For 
each accepted request MC returns a path consisting of 
a sequence of neighboring squares. To translate this se- 
quence into a path in the original mesh we have to be 
able to construct B disjoint paths between neighboring 
squares. The idea is that a path from a neighboring 
square enters a square in the “middle” B links between 
the two squares. Within a square each path is assigned 
its own concentric ring on which it proceeds until it 
reaches either the appropriate row2 or column to exit 
the square or its multicast tree. (3) However there can 
be requests accepted by MC which cannot be routed 
“locally”, i.e., there is a conflict in the squares of the 
endpoints. These requests have to be rejected. In the 
unicast setting this causes no problem since the rejec- 
tion of a request does not affect the routing of requests 
accepted later on. In the multicast setting, however, 
MC might output a path in G’ that does not connect 
the request to its source in G since an earlier request 
of the same multicast was accepted by MC and re- 
jected by our algorithm. We handle this situation by 
always connecting the same squares as MC even if the 
request is not accepted. (4) Since latter requests might 
be more profitable than earlier ones, the algorithm se- 
lects each multicast with roughly equal probability (af- 
ter passing some additional screening for “routability”) 
and discards all unselected multicasts. 
The first stage. Let G = (V, E) denote the n x n two 
dimensional mesh. We assume that n is sufficiently large 
such that B = [w J 2 1. Let f = n div [log nJ and 
let 6 = n mod [log nJ . We partition the mesh into f 2 
submeshes of logarithmic size by segmenting every side 
into f - fl contiguous segments of size [lognJ followed 
by fi segments of size rlognl. By abuse of notation 
every submesh is called a square, even though the size 
of the two sides may differ by 1. We denote the square 
containing node t by St. The first ring in a square S 
consists of all nodes of S that either are incident to a 
node outside of S or have degree less than 4 in the mesh 
G. Recursively, the i-th ring of S with i > 1 consists of 
all nodes of S that are incident to a node of ring i - 1 
of S. In any square S we define three regions R’, R2 
and R3. Region R1 consists of rings 1 to 2B, region R2 
consists of rings 2B + 1 to 4B, and region R3 is formed 
by rings 4B + 1 to 6B and the remaining piece of S, 
called the central region of S. The central region is a 
rectangle with sides of size at least B, i.e., consisting of 
at least B rings. 
The first stage (i) selects for each square one of 
its regions at random to route paths “through” the 
square and (ii) dedicates each ring randomly either to 
sources or request nodes. Requests not conforming to 
the random choices are rejected to guarantee (a) that 
they do not overlap with the paths routed in the selected 
region and (b) that they do not interfer with the routing 
of the source resp. request nodes chosen for the ring. 
The details are as follows: (1) Dedicate each ring to 
multicast sources with probability l/2, otherwise to 
request nodes. (2) Select uniformly at random one of the 
three regions in each square. (3) Discard all the requests 
from vertex t to source s if t or s are in a selected 
region. (4) Discard all the requests from a vertex t on a 
ring dedicated to sources, unless the request is directed 
to a source s on the same ring of t. (5) Discard all 
the multicasts whose source is in a ring dedicated to 
requests. 
Let C be the sequence of requests not discarded by 
stage one. Denote by OPT(d) the requests out of a 
sequence A accepted by the optimal algorithm. 
A We use nw to denote a horizontal path and column to denote 
a vertical path in the mesh. 
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LEMMA 5.1. For any input sequence A, 
-WOPT(C)O L &lO~WI- 
The second stage. The second stage of the algorithm 
receives as input the requests of C accepted by the 
first stage, in the order in which they are presented to 
the algorithm. It partitions C into the set .Cc of long 
requests, and the set So of short requests. A request 
(t, s) is a long request if at presentation no branch of the 
multicast rooted at s is in St. Otherwise, (t, s) is a short 
request. The algorithm routes short requests “locally” 
within the square and uses MC for long requests. We 
sketch the admission control algorithm for long requests. 
To guarantee that the trees used for different mul- 
ticasts ‘are edge-disjoint we maintain the invariant that 
(II) all edges of a ring that belong to any multicast tree 
belong to the same multicost tree. To maintain the in- 
variant each ring is assigned by the algorithm to at most 
one multicast and this is the only multicast whose tree 
is allowed to use edges of the ring. To achieve this each 
request of C has to pass various tests in four steps before 
it is accepted. The requests which are not rejected after 
step i, i = 1,2,3,4, form a sequence &. 
Whenever the first request of a multicast is added 
to Cs, the algorithm decides whether the multicast is 
selected for long requests. This is needed (1) to discard 
multicasts were the “local” routing causes potential 
conflicts and (2) to guarantee that latter multicasts have 
roughly the same probability of being accepted as earlier 
ones. A multicast with source s is selected for long 
requests if all of the following conditions are fulfilled 
at the time of the test: no multicast with source on 
the ring of s is already selected for short requests; no 
multicast with source in S, is already selected for long 
requests; if s is in R3 then the largest ring of R3 in 
S, is dedicated to sources; and a coin toss with success 
probability 1/(4B) is successful. 
We now give the details of the decision algorithm 
when a request (t, s) arrives. Let G’ be a mesh such 
that each square of the original mesh is represented by 
a vertex in G’ and two vertices of G’ are connected by 
an edge if the two corresponding squares are adjacent. 
Each edge has capacity B. 
(1) If a long request with request node or source 
in St was previously added to &., the algorithm rejects 
(t, s) and stops. If a short request with request node 
in St has been accepted, the algorithm rejects (t, s) and 
stops. Otherwise it adds the request to 131. 
(2) The request (t, s) of 131 is transformed into a 
request between the two vertices St and S, of G’, and 
then submitted to MC. If MC accepts the transformed 
request, request (t,.s) is added to &. In this case 
MC also returns a route in G’ which corresponds to 
a sequence of squares in the original mesh. Otherwise, 
the request is rejected and the algorithm stops. 
(3) If the multicast of the request (t,s) in & is 
selected for long requests, ,the request is added to .Cs and 
an unassigned ring of the selected region of S, is assigned 
to the multicast. Otherwise the algorithm rejects the 
request and stops. 
(4) If t is not in the central region of St, then (t,s) 
is added to &. If t belongs to the central region of 
St, and one of rings 4B + 1, . . . ,6B in St is dedicated 
to request nodes then (t, s) is added to Cd and one of 
rings4B+l,... ,6B in St dedicated to request nodes is 
assigned to the multicast. 
If (t , s) is added to & it is accepted. The ring oft is 
assigned to the multicast of (t, s) and t is connected to 
the multicast tree of s. Otherwise the request is rejected 
and an arbitrary node u. on the assigned ring of the 
selected region is connected to the multicast tree of s. 
Short Requests. The algorithm for short requests 
decides whether to accept or reject a request in three 
steps. The requests which are not rejected after step I, 
1 = 1,2,3 form a sequence Sr. 
Whenever the first request with St = S, of a 
multicast is added to Ss, the algorithm decides whether 
the multicast is selected for short re&ests. A multicast 
with source s is selected for short requests if at the time 
of the test no short request of a multicast with source 
in S, was previously added to Ss, and a coin toss with 
success probability l/2 is successful. 
In the following let y denote a node of St that 
belongs to the multicast tree of s. Note that y = s 
is possible. The decision part of the algorithm for short 
requests consists of three steps: 
1. If a short request with request node in St has 
been accepted then reject (t,s) and stop. If a long 
request with request node in St has been added to Cs, 
reject (t, s) and stop. If a long request with source in St 
has been added to L3, reject (t, s) and stop. Otherwise 
add (t,s) to Sr. 
2. If either t or y, but not both, is in the central 
region, the other vertex is not in R3, and ring 4B+ 1 to 
6B of St are all dedicated to sources, then reject (t, s) 
and stop. Otherwise add (t, s) to SZ. 
3. If St # S, or if St = S, and the multicast with 
source s is selected for short requests, then add (t,s) 
to Ss. Otherwise reject (t, s) and stop. Accept every 
request (t,s) in S3. 
We omit the routing algorithm and sketch the 
proof of the competitiveness. Let p = logn(logn + 
log log M) log M. We prove the expected number of 
requests accepted by the second stage of the algorithm 
is an O(plog n) fraction of OPT(C), for any possible set 
C. Together with Lemma 5.1 it follows that our algo- 
rithmis O(plogn) = O(log2n(logn+loglogM)logM) 
competitive. Since 
Peal= IOPT f-l ((Lo \ a u (So \ &))I 
PI 
+ IOPT n L1 j + (OPT(C) n Sl [ 
it suffices to show the following results whose proofs are IlO1 
omitted: 
IOJ’T(C) n ((Lo \ G) u (So \ &>>I 5 48 log2 n-WW)Il, 
IOPT n &I I O(plogn)~[lON(C)I], and 
/OPT(C) n Sl ( 5 0(10g2 TZ)E[ION(C)I]. IllI 
THEOREM 5.1. There ex&ts an O(log2n(logn + 
log log M) log M)-competitive aZgorithm for multicast 
routing on unit-capacity meshes. 
The proof of the following lower bound closely 
follows [lo]. P4 
THEOREM 5.2. No algorithm for selective online multi- 
cast routing on a graph with minimum degree d can have 
a competitive ratio better than R((log(M/u) logn)/d) 
even against an oblivious adversary, where u is the ca- [I31 
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